
Getting started with Conflict Resolution Circles

DAY 1: WHY & HOW? DAY 2: WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?

DAY 3: PRACTICE DAY 4: TRY IT

Start with students sitting in a circle

Ask "What is a conflict? Why do they happen? What should we do about conflicts 

in our class this year?"

Introduce the sentence frames and explain that sharing our feelings in conflict 

resolution helps people understand the problem and use empathy to fix it. 

Create agreements for behavior during conflict resolution. For example, no 

interrupting, respect eachothers' feelings etc.

Before this lesson, write out some conflicts from the list on day two on index cards.

Start with students sitting with a partner and distribute the conflict cards. 

Have students practice using the sentence frames to solve the conflict on their card.

While students practice, listen in on each pair and choose a few to share their 

conflict with the whole class.

Before this lesson, make a video of you and a colleague acting out a non example 

such as fighting/arguing with each other. Then a second scene using the conflict 

resolution sentence frames.

Start with students sitting in a circle.

With the class, make a list of common conflicts that come up at school.

Review the sentence frames and agreements

Show the video and discuss with students what they notice. 

Start with students sitting in a circle.

Review the sentence frames and agreements

At the end, have students rate how they did meeting the agreements and set a 

goal for tomorrow.

Pull a conflict card from day three and ask for two volunteers to solve the conflict 

in front of the class. Try 2-3 more practice conflicts.

If the class is ready, ask for a volunteer to solve an actual conflict they have with 

someone in the class.



Ok!

Conflict Resolution

I have a conflict with ______ I felt ______ 

when you ______. I need you to ______.

Ok I will ______.  

I’m sorry. Yes!

Can I tell my side 

of the story?

I felt ______ when you ______ 

I need you to ______.

Ok, I will ______ 

I’m sorry.

High five?



Ok!

Example

I have a conflict with Sarah. I felt sad 

when you pulled my hair in line.

I need you to apologize.

ok I will apologize, 

I'm sorry.

Yes!

Can I tell my side 

of the story?

I felt angry when you cut in front of me.

I need you to not do that again

Ok, I will not cut 

in line, I'm sorry.

High five?


